Smoking reduction does work: resulting alterations in the incidence and histological subtypes of lung cancer in New South Wales in the last 20 years.
There is irrefutable evidence of the association between lung cancer and smoking. The effects of public health campaigns to reduce population-smoking rates on the incidence and the histological distribution of lung cancer were examined. The data held in the New South Wales Cancer Registry from 1972 to 2001 was accessed. The data revealed a decreasing incidence of lung cancer amongst males and a rate that continued to increase amongst females. Interestingly, there was also an effect on the histological distribution of lung cancers, with falling rates of small cell lung cancer and squamous cell cancer, both of which have a high association with smoking; and an increasing incidence of adenocarcinomas. These trends reveal patterns seen worldwide. The increasing proportion of adenocarcinomas in particular may be related to the changing composition of cigarettes and filters.